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Discipleship Across Cultures 

Reader 1 2022 

“And he has committed to us the message of reconciliation. 20 We are 

therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his 

appeal through us” (2 Cor 5:19-20).   

Cultural Landscape Mapping 
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Cultural Landscape Mapping in Ministry 
Culture reflects the elements of worldview (beliefs or thinking), values (feeling), and 

external practices (behaviors) each people group teaches and reinforces to its members.1 

Combined, the three elements of culture form a population’s ethos. Each affects and works in 

tandem with the other. Consider a mosaic. When completed, the mosaic’s various tiles and colors 

form patterns that portray a story. So too does culture. A mosaic emerges from intermixing all 

culture’s aspects.  

Cultural landscape mapping reflects the process of analyzing the ethos of a person or 

people comprising a ministry’s intended population. The composite ethos profile provides a 

cultural landscape map of a ministry’s surface and hidden cultures. In turn, this map serves as a 

guide for the leader to navigate the ministry’s cultural terrain when discipling an individual or 

whole group. As such, this essay presents an overview of anthropological, theological, and 

missiological perspectives of culture; describes the cultural iceberg model including external 

(surface) and internal (hidden) cultures; and explains cultural landscape mapping with its three 

levels of culture.  

Anthropological, Theological, and Missiological Perspectives of Culture 

The fields of anthropology, theology, and missiology provide diverse perspectives 

regarding culture’s nature. The findings organized themselves chronologically by three periods: 

1934-1948 (pioneer anthropologists), 1951-2009 (Christian anthropologists, theologists, and 

missiologists), and 1976 to 2009 (modern and post-modern anthropologists). This examination 

presents a gradual progression of understanding about culture ranging from rudimentary to more 

inclusive. To drive the process of cultural landscape mapping requires the pastoral leader to have 

background knowledge about culture from the fields of anthropology, theology, and missiology. 

The combination of the three provides a well-rounded perspective that informs culture crossing 

in pastoral leadership. 

Anthropologists study humankind. The word anthropology comes from the Greek 

anthropos meaning human and logia as study. Therefore, anthropologists look for seen and 

unseen patterns and experiences that manifest themselves in human culture. While 

anthropologists hold different views or models, they share a common purpose. Hall (1981)2, an 

American anthropologist, indicated this field’s practitioners agree on three characteristics of 

culture: (1) “culture is not innate, but learned;” (2) “the various facets of culture are 

interrelated—you touch a culture in one place and everything else is affected;” and (3) “it is 

 
1 Jan L. Paron, Study of Selected Cultural Value Dimensions from Edward T. Hall and Geert Hofstede for 

Bridging Communication in an Urban, Multiethnic Church (Marrion: Wesley Seminary, 2014). 

 
2 Edward T. Hall, Beyond Culture (Garden City: Anchor, 1981), 16. 
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shared and in effect defines the boundaries of different groups.”3 In essence, anthropologists will 

consider how culture touches and alters human life.4  

Missiologists study the practices and methods of furthering the mission of God. More 

specifically, they look at the interaction between His mission and humankind’s nature, His 

redeemed as agents of mission, missional practices that support church growth.5 Missiology 

exists in the context of theology and culture. It investigates social boundaries and linguistic 

barriers joined with their interaction with the mission of God in given cultural settings. Since 

society remains in a constant state of flux, missional methods change to impart the eternal truth 

of Scripture.  

Theologians study culture with interest in living out their faith in the context of society. 

Scripture contains a multiplicity of cultural expressions showing how God worked within and 

through His servants traversing culture to bring His redemption story.6 Theologians look at the 

cultural expressions with biblical tenets and apply them to the ethical application in the 

contemporary church. A theologian with a central focus on culture advocates for maintaining 

biblical principles in tandem with culture in society.  

Anthropologist Pioneers: 1934-1967  

Ruth Benedict (1934) researched culture's whole-to-parts structure in an ethos (or culture-

specific normalities) based on an arc of possible interest such as environment, age cycle, and 

human activity. She theorized identity as a culture “depends upon the selection of some segments 

of this arc.”7 Additionally, she advanced the thought that the next generation creates new ethos. 

Boas (1940) researched the relationship between race, language, and culture. He 

examined the workings of culture as “the life of the individual as controlled by culture and the 

effect of the individual upon culture.” 8 Further, Boas viewed culture based on the conditioning 

environmental limitations imposed on humankind’s bodies, language, thinking, and acting from 

their civilization. 

Kroeber (1948), a Boas disciple, viewed culture through the lens of history since it 

reconstructs human culture. Expanding on reconstruction, Kroeber believed the nature of culture 

conditions itself on its cumulative past. About this nature, he discerned cultural forms and 

 
3 Hall, Beyond Culture, 16. 

 
4 Hall, Beyond Culture, 16. 

 
5 John Terry, Missiology: An Introduction to the Foundations, History, and Strategies of Missions (B & H, 

2015).  

 
6 Martin J. Newell, Crossing Cultures in Scripture: Biblical Principles for Mission Practice (Downers 

Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2016). 

 
7 Ruth Benedict, Patterns of Culture (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1934), Chapter 2, para. 7.  

 
8 Franz Boas, Race, Language, and Culture (New York: MacMillan, 1940), 305.  
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patterns with the intent to extract events, institutions, individuals, and psychic and somatic (or 

emotional) reactions that formed a system of thinking about culture.9 

Christian Anthropologists, Theologists, and Missiologists: 1951-2009 

Niebuhr in Christ and Culture (1951) explained culture from a theological perspective. 

His work influenced the way contemporary Christians discuss culture. He defined culture's chief 

characteristics as embedded in social receipt and transmission, human achievements good for 

men, world of values, temporal and material realization of values, conservation of values, and 

human pluralistic claims and interests. Niebuhr developed a continuum of five typologies 

(categories) representing a logical relationship between Christianity and culture: 

(1) Christ against culture: Christian groups reject culture and become separate from it to 

follow Christ;   

(2) Christ of culture: Christian groups fuse Christianity and culture together regardless of 

the other's differences;  

(3) Christ above culture: Christian groups synthesize Christ and culture, but they find 

answers to culture in Christian revelation;   

(4) Christ and culture: Christians groups see tension between Christianity and culture, as 

one tries to interpenetrate the other; and  

(5) Christ transforming culture: Christian groups feel the whole of culture needs 

conversion to Christ.10  

Nida (1954) challenged missionaries and field ethnographers with a modernist construct 

of culture. He linked human culture and human society. The latter expresses and transmits 

human culture. Society forms in large units (people of a country) or group of people (informal 

group banded together for a purpose). Basic society connotes a mutually interacting group of 

individuals. Further, he felt language plays an essential role in culture. Specifically, all humans 

have the biological equipment to produce oral noises that result from learned and socially 

acquired behaviors from human culture.11 

Nida confronted missionaries with notions about their role as anthropologists inherent to 

good missionary work. Missionaries must have an awareness of spiritual or physical needs 

concerning the recognition that people’s lives provide channels in which their needs take shape 

and through which their solutions pass. A missionary cannot communicate a new way of life 

upon immersion without a deep understanding of the indigenous culture’s lifestyle. Nida had 

concern for the many post-war missionaries who went overseas without field preparation. Thus, 

they held improper cultural orientation, assumed false views of race and progress, and 

 
9 Alfred L. Kroeber, Nature of Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1952). 

 
10 H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture, Expanded Edition (New York: HarperCollins, 2001), 40-45. 

 
11 Eugene Nida, Message and Meaning: Communication of the Christian Faith (New York: Harper & Row, 

1960). 
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additionally, culture and civilization. Rynkiewich noted Nida’s recommendations resulted in 

developments in the areas of culture shock, ethnocentrism, cultural relativity, and 

contextualization.12  

Kraft (1979), an anthropologist and linguist, defined culture as a complex, integrated 

coping mechanism. In and of itself culture has no power; instead, it serves as a roadmap that 

guides recurrent habits. Further, he explained culture consists of learned concepts and behavior, 

underlying perspectives with customs, and rituals and artifacts. Unlike Niebuhr, Kraft believed 

Christians should follow the way of Jesus Who honored and respected culture by working within 

the host culture to reach people. In contrast to Niebuhr’s five typologies for Christian positions 

towards culture, Kraft promoted three in his work Christianity and Culture. His three typologies 

include  

(1) God against culture indicates a believer’s commitment to Christ means opposing 

culture—hold culture is evil;  

(2) God in culture entails God/Christ as a superhero—God within culture and endorses 

one, i.e. Hebrews; and  

(3) God above culture holds God does concern Himself about culture since He is above 

culture—Christians would follow culture's and Christianity's requirements, but 

separated each unto its own.13     

 Newbigin (1983) was a theologian, missiologist, and missionary. He remarked culture 

reflects ways of living connected as conveyed by the human community, which in turn transmits 

it generationally. Newbigin's concern with culture regarded the Bible's recovery as the source 

people base their principles and Christian political involvement. 14 He questioned culture 

regarding humankind's eschatological goal for the future. His belief about culture and society 

responded to the friction between a nation's lure and pressure to secular demands over biblical 

tenets that should create a faith culture.   

Augsburger (1986), a Mennonite theologian in pastoral care, related culture shapes 

individuals but does not stand as its sole determinant due to dynamic change processes with 

inherent cultural symbols. Augsburger viewed culture from three dimensions of humanness:  

(1) Universal, people are "like all others;"  

(2) Cultural, like "some others" and   

(3) Individual, "like no others."15  

 
12 Michael Rynkiewich, Soul, Self, and Society: Postmodern Anthropology for Mission in a Postcolonial 

World (Eugene: Wipf & Stock, 2011). 

 
13 Charles Kraft, Christianity and Culture (10th ed). (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1992). 

  
14 Lesslie Newbigin, Other Side of 1984: Questions for the Churches. Geneva: World Council of Churches, 

1983). 

 
15 Bennett M. Augsburger, Becoming Intercultural Competent. (Portland: Intercultural Development 

Research Institute), 48-78. 
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Within the universal dimension, Augsburger cited areas in which humans share the biological, 

sociological, ecological, psychological, and spiritual commonalities in cultural selfhood. He 

explained the second dimension of cultural selfhood denotes the many differences across cultures 

and emphasizes humans as cultural beings. Finally, he referred to a person’s uniqueness with the 

individual category. While people come from a culture of some type, humans carry unique 

characteristics—God created every person as unique "like no other."16  

Wright (1992), a New Testament theologian, purported culture reflects societal praxis 

and symbols while worldview showed theological responses to questions of human concern. He 

felt worldview provides people with a window to view the world and a blueprint for living in that 

world, as well as a sense of identity that defines them. Wright provided four specific actions of 

worldview seen as stories for human reality, answer to questions of human existence, expression 

in cultural symbols, and praxis.17 

Yoder (1994), a Mennonite theologian and ethicist, contributed to Christianity and 

culture from the moral standpoint of pacifism. He emphasized peacemaking and justice, linking 

it to culture. Carter (2003) in support of Yoder's position remarked Niebuhr's propositions 

resulted in swaying many young people away from traditions of peace from beliefs, feeling 

shame, and rejection from the majority culture. Alternatively, Carter proposed any authentic 

Christian position goes against culture to a certain extent. Concentrate on what needs to be 

"opposed from what does not need to be opposed in the majority culture and why" (2003, p. 

388).18 

Van Rheenen (1996), a missiologist, referred to culture as an integrated system. He 

approached culture from the perspective of the learner entering a new culture as a learner 

confronted by a new worldview and customs. Learned societal characteristics inform patterns of 

ideas, values, behavior, and products while institutions shape culture. Unlike other missiologists, 

he defined culture by diversity according to perceptions of reality. Communications from a hand 

gesture to a phrase all mean something different depending on how the culture conveys the 

intended message meaning.19  

Hiebert (2004) was a missiologist and anthropologist. Similar to Newbigin, he formulated 

culture as the sum ways of living with practices in the context of daily life, behavior, beliefs, 

social interactions, and human production (e.g. food, clothing, art, ideology, institutions and 

language). He believed culture shapes how a person sees and understands the world, as well as 

 
16 Augsburger, Becoming intercultural, 72. 

 
17 N. T. Wright, New Testament and the People of God (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992). 

 
18 Charles Carter,“Legacy of Inadequate Christology: Yoder's Critique of Christ and Culture,” Mennonite 

Quarterly Review.(2003):77, 387-401. 

 
19 Gayle Van Rheenan, Missions (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996). 
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an individual’s identity, thought, actions, and relationships insofar as belonging to different 

groups.20  

Guardiola-Sáenz (theologian, bicultural borderland biblical interpretation) and Frank 

Yamada21 (theologian, post-modern biblical interpretation) also defined culture (2009). They 

looked at culture in the same fashion as Hiebert recollecting the sum of practices and culture. 

The theologians gave it sociological and political twists by adding culture comprises collective 

space where people make meaning, meet assimilation, or resistance. These theologians come 

from a liberation and oppression worldview coloring culture as a battleground where power 

ideologies established or dissolve themselves. Social identities form in this arena.     

Modern and Post-Modern Anthropologists: 1976-2009 

Hall (1976), an anthropologist, developed the contexting model and measured factors like 

inference, indirectness, sensitivity, dramatics, feelings, precision, and silence. He felt he 

presented an inclusive model of culture because it emphasized the “nonverbal, unstated realm of 

culture” focusing on how things place together.22 He agreed with fellow anthropologists that 

culture is learned (not innate), interrelated (one changed component of culture affects another), 

and shared (defines group boundaries). One of his theories includes polychronic (P-Time) and 

monochronic (M-Time) times orientations. These frameworks organize activities and events 

around the two systems of time and space. He also developed theories of high and low contexts. 

Though the two fall on a continuum opposite each other, no culture manifests characteristics at 

one end or the other.  

Hofstede (2001) equated mental programming with culture as software of the mind. 

Cultural signals effect software of the mind through cultural interpretations.23 Hofstede's 

research focused on the primary mental maps of 50 modern nations as a predictor of national 

culture. Accordingly, he identified five main dimensions: power distance, uncertainty avoidance, 

individualism, masculinity, and time ordering. His purpose for the dimensions was to measure 

value systems that would determine motivators for thinking, feeling, and acting. The dimensions 

also described the same for organizations and institutions. Hofstede’s research on culture 

quantified and described the dominant characteristics of different national cultures. 

Alan Kirby (2009) along with Tim Challies (2011) examined culture through the lens of 

social media. Kirby coined the term digimodernism to demonstrate how the digital age moved 

the cultural paradigm from postmodernism to post-postmodernism to make it the newest form of 

 
20 Paul Hiebert, Transforming Worldviews: Anthropological Understanding of How People Change (Grand 

Rapids: Baker, 2008). 

 
21 Commentary in Peoples' Bible: New Revised Standard Version, with the Apocrypha (Fortress Press, 

2008).. 

 
22 Edward T. Hall, E. T. (1991). Beyond Culture (Garden City: Anchor, 1991), 16. 

 
23 Geert Hofstede, (2010). Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind (3rd ed.) (New York: 

McGraw-Hill, 2010) and  Culture’s Consequences: Comparing Values, Behaviors, Institutions and Organizations 

Across Nations (Thousand Oakes, 2001). 
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textuality. Tim Challies examined how communication has changed in a digitally saturated 

culture. In all, he believed technology brought about a new culture in which truth alters 

according to reality that the source virtually projects and the receiver perceives in digimodern 

texts.24  

Christian anthropologists, theologians, and missiologists study culture through different 

lenses, each emphasizing the seriousness and importance of culture. What emerged from 

research over the last century shows culture influences how people make meaning, which 

subsequently affects their behavior. To urban leaders in multicultural ministry, understanding 

another’s culture supports discipleship through the process of cultural landscape mapping. 

Cultural landscape mapping utilizes principles from anthropology, missiology, and theology to 

sketch out the blueprint that merges into a cultural landscape map.  

While anthropology, the study of human cultures, should not be the end in itself for 

discipleship, it should be the means for viable Christian witness for it.25 Anthropological 

dimensions lend to understanding the dynamics of culture crossing when mapping them. Further, 

knowledge of cultural pathways facilitates discipleship by way of missiology. Christian missions 

with its methods and purposes, advance the cultural landscape mapping process. In fact, cultural 

landscape mapping is a missiological method for ministry. Last, the Old and New Testaments 

reveal instances of cross-cultural encounters, as well as negotiating cultural differences. The big 

story of Scripture presents principles and lessons about engagement with the diversity of God’s 

creation. Jesus illustrated the ultimate model of discipleship in a multicultural community found 

in the ancient Mediterranean world. The apostles followed His very example when establishing 

the early church in the Book of Acts. 

Cultural Iceberg Model 

When an iceberg floats on water, ten percent rises above the surface visible to the naked 

eye while the remaining ninety percent hides submerged below sea level. Without sonar 

equipment, the seafarer cannot realize the iceberg’s girth or understand its nature. Culture 

resembles an iceberg in appearance, dimension, and attributes. Edward Hall in his seminal work 

Beyond Culture (1976)26 likened a society’s culture to an iceberg with some aspects visible 

above the water and larger hidden beneath the surface. He called the external aspects of the 

cultural iceberg as surface culture and the internal as hidden culture (Figure 1.1). Based on the 

premises of Hall’s surface and hidden cultures, a cultural landscape map of a given population 

guides the ministry practitioner across the wide-ranging effects of the two composite cultures. 

 
24 Alan Kirby, Digimodernism: How New Technologies Dismantle the Postmodern and Reconfigure Our 

Culture (New York: Continuum, 2009) and Tim Challies, Life and Faith After Next: Digital Explosion Story (Grand 

Rapids: Zondervan, 2011). 

 
25 Fung, Preface to Making Disciples Across Culture: Missional Practices for a Diverse World, by Charles 

A. Davis (Downers Grove: IVP, 2001).  

 
26 Hall, Beyond Culture. 
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Figure 1.1 

Hall’s Cultural Iceberg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

External: Surface Culture 

The external or surface part of culture lies at the iceberg tip. When first engaging with a 

particular culture, one experiences only the surface ten percent of a given culture. These 

characteristics demonstrate the surface level behaviors a culture exhibits—the see, hear, and 

touch behaviors and rules group membership teach and reinforce in their culture. A given culture 

may change expectations for behavior over time, i.e., generation to generation. Further, a person 

may culture surf adapting to the culture at hand. 

One acquires cultural behaviors and rules through explicit27 learning. Members of a given 

people group consciously learn rules and customs within the culture through experiences from 

others within the group. Surface-level behaviors consist of habitual patterns that manifest in a 

group’s daily culture (Kraft, 2008). Regardless of the societal culture, one gains knowledge of 

surface culture consciously and purposely.  

People often misjudge a culture, whether an individual or collective, by making 

assumptions the visible ten percent defines the totality of a culture. However, the sum of a 

culture’s parts equals a more developed framework. To grasp a culture in totality, one also must 

investigate its hidden dimensions. Culture does not remain static nonetheless since individuals 

and people groups change, thereby culture continually fluxes. When cultures and societies 

interact, each mutually influences the other. Cultures leave their distinct flavor in a population, 

changing its overall dynamics. Thus, while a person gains a more holistic understanding by 

 
27 Explicit learning rests on concrete, observable knowledge. Luzbetak describe explicit culture as the 

“who, what, how, when, what kind, and where” that make up a specific people group’s norms (5.2.1.5). Luzbetak, L. 

(1996). The Church and Cultures: New Perspectives in Missiological Anthropology. Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books. 

External: Surface Cultures 

Internal: Hidden Cultures 
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learning cultural surface and hidden dimensions, one constantly must interpret it through the lens 

of change. 

 

Internal: Hidden Culture (Also Called Deep) 
The internal culture (hidden or deep culture) lies below the surface of a society 

comprising ninety percent of culture. It undergirds external behaviors. These encompass norms 

for rituals, language, roles, ideologies, philosophies, values, tastes, attitudes, desires, 

assumptions, and myths. The most hidden dimension of culture comprises one’s worldview. 

Kraft (2008) defines worldview as “the totality of the culturally structured images and 

assumptions in terms of which a people both perceive and respond to reality.”28 Most important, 

worldview structures culture’s deepest level with presuppositions and mental images upon which 

people base their lives. Since cultural worldview remains hidden, one cannot observe it. Hidden 

dimensions of culture occur through implicit learning. Worldview forms unwritten, usually 

invisible norms for behavior that guide appropriate or inappropriate behaviors expected for that 

culture. 

Schein (2008) defined the mechanics of culture as the “shared basic assumptions learned 

by a group as it solved its problems of external adaptations and internal integration…to be taught 

to new members as the correct way to perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems."29 

While cultures explicitly teach rules for engaging life, an individual’s personal hidden 

dimensions of culture determine how one integrates external adaptations with internal 

integration. The aggregate emotional components of hidden dimensions drive how one responds 

to a culture’s dos and don’ts. Internal culture found below the surface runs unconsciously on 

subjective knowledge. 

Cultural Landscape Mapping 

Cultural landscape mapping provides a neutral analysis of an intended population’s ethos 

(worldview, values, and external practices) by gathering cultural data for supporting discipleship 

across cultures. The map helps a ministry leader respond to culture based on the biblical disciple 

model adapted to human needs applying principles of grace-filled leadership. 

The process of cultural landscape mapping displays cultural patterns from both surface 

and hidden cultures of an individual as well as the collective body. It gives a working portrait of 

what motivates surface (external) and hidden (internal) of behaviors, feelings, judgments, and 

mental constructs from cultural learning and interactions with various group memberships. The 

leader must understand one’s own and team culture in comparison to the aggregate and 

individual cultures of ministry participants.  

 
28 Charles Kraft, Anthropology for Christian Witness (10th ed.) (Maryknoll: Orbis, 2010). 

 
29 Edward Schein, Organizational Culture and Leadership (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2010), 18. 
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As you approach cultural landscape mapping, keep in mind a few key thoughts from 

anthropological, missiological, and theological perspectives. Each carries a distinct focus, yet all 

converge to provide a comprehensive body of knowledge when approaching cultural landscape 

mapping. Anthropologists study culture from seen and unseen cultural patterns and experiences 

apparent in human culture; missiologists view culture from its interaction between God’s mission 

and humankind’s nature; and theologians look at culture through biblical lenses emphasizing 

ethics. Ministry heads combine all three perspectives as practitioners in grace-filled leadership 

with the goal of discipling across cultures.  

 

Figure 1.2 

 

Cultural Landscape Map: Three Levels of Culture 

(Based on Edward T. Hall, 1991) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three Levels of Cultural Landscape Mapping 
The cultural landscape map includes three levels of culture: level one culture (external 

practices), level two culture (unspoken rules), and level three culture (unconscious rules). The 

levels increase in complexity from external practices, to unspoken rules, and ending with 

unconscious rules associated with worldview. Although every level stands independent of the 

other, in turn, each also affects it (See Figure 1.2). One’s experiences and encounters with 

culture shape worldview in the level three culture of unconscious rules, which in turn, influences 
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level two unspoken rules that comprise values and then drives level one culture visible in 

external practices.30 (Figure 1.3)  

 

Figure 1.3 

 

Cultural Landscape Mapping Level Influences 

(Based on Morris Opler, 1945) 

 

Level One Culture (External Practices⎯See, Hear, and Touch Behaviors). This level 

orders a specific society through visible external practices of historical patterns, values, societal 

arrangements, manners, ideas, and ways of living. Members of a given culture know the rules 

that guide their external culture. Surface culture may include language, food, music, art, power 

distance, dance, dress/clothing, greetings, esthetics, etc. 

Level one culture has a relatively low emotional load. Therefore, if the source culturally 

miscommunicates a message or action with the receiver, one can correct it without extensive 

damage. For example, ministry leaders at the Lighthouse Church of All Nations consistently 

greet newcomers with the love of Christ. Showing love through words (Praise the Lord!), 

gestures (handshake/hug), and other actions govern leadership behaviors that encompass the 

external or surface church culture at Lighthouse. If a leader gives a hearty welcome to a visitor 

unaccustomed to it, the gesture may make the person uncomfortable. With quick adjustments on 

the leader’s part with a different greeting, more than likely, one can turn around the cultural 

differences. Again, the emotional load carries low baggage. 

To create a cultural landscape map of the level one external practices requires a person 

carefully observe and research an aggregate people group to determine their cultural patterns. Do 

remember that people may code switch to adapt to various subcultures. For example, a person 

might converse with an informal vernacular among friends, but change to one more formal when 

interacting with colleagues in a work culture. So, what the observer sees in a given people’s 

encounter with a particular environment changes with another. Further, bear in mind visible 

 
30 Adapted from Morris Opler "Themes as Dynamic Forces in Culture," American Journal of Sociology, 51 

(3), 198–206. 
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external practices and invisible worldview assumptions connect. One’s underlying worldview 

often manifests itself in external practices. Thus, patterns in visible actions provide clues as to 

the way people think. Communication, in particular, helps one understand how people perceive 

life. Hiebert related the interrelationship between language and worldview “opens the door into 

the way people think because words are one of the primary ways in which people communicate 

their inner thoughts.”31 In other words, external practices demonstrate cultural signs of the 

deepest held beliefs about life contained in worldview.  

(1) Language (Oral and written). The cultural influence on linguistics includes what 

you can hear or read such as dialect, speech patterns, jargon, tone of voice, pitch, 

silence, rate of speech, accent, pronunciation, punctuation, vocabulary, grammar, 

style, facial expressions, academic vocabulary, vocational vocabulary, religious 

vocabulary, family vocabulary, speech impediments, generational differences, text, E-

mail, social media, cell, face-to-face, memory loss, phrases, first language, second 

language, prayer language (or no prayer), etc. To note, the United States does not 

have an official language, while 28 states named English as their designated 

languages including Hawaii identifying English and Hawaiian as its official.32  

(2) Food. By observing the comprehensive aspects of food, one learns about culture 

reflected in different facets of life. Though taken for granted as a daily necessity, 

consider food’s multiple dimensions. Examples: time spent eating, dine in or out, eat 

with others or alone, dining times, food tastes, food preparation, diet, food to express 

emotions or celebrations, food determined by wealth, prestige foods, ethnic foods, 

clean/unclean rules, organizational food (church, family, business, etc.), healthy vs. 

unhealthy, hot vs. cold foods (Asian and Mediterranean), food cures for disease, 

prepared food vs. fresh food, availability of food, etc.  

(3) Dress. External culture also encompasses dress, a personal expression of self or group 

identity or utilitarian fashion. Examples: style, generational differences, 

organizational affiliation, national culture, covered/covered, class, blend in/stand out, 

tattoos, formal/informal, color for men/color for women, color in general, work; etc.  

(4) Music. What role does music play in culture? Humankind incorporates music into the 

fabric of life from mile markers to worship to entertainment. Examples: Taste, 

selections, church/secular, music as part of storytelling, extent played, leisure-time 

pursuit, way of life, lifestyle, worship, music as language; weddings and funerals; 

graduation; war; sports; dinner etc. 

(5) Visual Arts. (Drama, fine art, and dance) Visual arts influence society throughout the 

ages such as chronicling history, illustrating social change, providing political 

commentaries, and communicating creative expression. Examples: color palette; 

 
31 Hiebert, Transforming Worldviews, 91.  

 
32 Dine Racoma, “What is the Official Language of the US” [cited 18 May 2012]. Online: 

http://www.thelanguagejournal.com/2012/05/what-is-official-language-of-united.html. 

 

http://www.thelanguagejournal.com/2012/05/what-is-official-language-of-united.html
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podcasts, YouTube; storytelling through drama, mystery, or comedy; political 

cartoons; drawings in the bathroom, doodles on a napkin; religious art forms; praise 

dance; sermon illustrations; theater; house decorations; magazines, digital art; poetry, 

proverbs, etc. 

(6) Literature. Literature serves different purposes in various cultures. Examples: types 

of literature read (Bible vs. Science), tracks/pamphlets, propaganda, literary level, 

oral storytelling vs. written narrative, folklore, reading in multiple languages, literary 

genres, literary vs non-literary text, social media, business languages, role of 

literature, and symbols associated with text, etc.  

(7) Games. Entire scholarly journal exists exploring games and culture, most notably the 

social, economic and political aspects of their mutual interaction. Examples: 

interactive media, military games, cards, video games, sports, or toys (across 

generations) 

(8) Celebrations or Rites. Cultural celebrations reflect rituals that contain specific 

meaning and sustain culture. Examples: birthday parties, Bar or Bat Mitzvah, 

Christmas, weddings, death rituals, cleansing, fasting, goal targets (Weight 

Watchers), family reunion, marks on a wall marking a child’s growth, etc. 

 

Level Two Culture (Unspoken Rules⎯Values). The second level of culture comprises 

unspoken rules directly below the visible level of culture’s surface. This level has a higher 

emotional load than the previous focusing on values. While first level features the see, hear, and 

touch external practices, the second level encompasses values. Pludeddemann described values 

as “cultural ideals link abstract philosophy to concrete practices.”33 He furthers explained that 

values are subconscious assumptions about how people address power, time, personal space, 

individualism, and status.34 Values also include conversational patterns, rules of conduct, 

nonverbal communication, patterns of handling emotions, eye contact, concept of beauty, 

courtship practices, and notions of leadership. Misunderstandings in addressing culture at this 

level carry a high weight because it has a high emotional load. Thus, it can cause mix-ups and 

tensions.  

Actions include: 

(1) Power Distance: Small Power vs. Large Power Distance. Hofstede defined power 

distance as “the extent to which the less powerful members of institutes and 

organizations within a country expect and accept power is distributed unequally.”35 

People from cultures which function in small power distance relate to one another as 

 
33 Plueddemann, James E. (2009). Leading across cultures: Effective ministry and mission in the global 

church. Downer’s Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, p. 69. 

 
34 Plueddemann, Leading Across, 69. 

 
35 Hofstede, Cultures and Organizations, 46. 
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equals regardless of position, have decision-making responsibilities, contribute and 

critique decision making of those in power, participate in consultative or democratic 

power relations, like rewards, and value a flat organizational culture.36 Those from 

cultures with a dominant large power distance show centralized authority, 

paternalistic management style, institutionalized inequalities, highly structured 

vertical organization, power and authority, and status and rank (Hofstede, 2005; 

2013). Examples: (Large Power Distance) people who function well in a traditionally 

organized academic setting, prisons structure, factory settings as opposed to (Small 

Power Distance) technology industry, open classroom, collaborative communities, 

etc.  

(2) Personal space (Proxemics) Personal space involves a group’s rule on use of space 

and its effects on behavior, communication, and social interaction.37 It includes 

subcategories of haptics (touch), kinesics (body movement), vocalics (paralanguage), 

and chronemics (structure of time). Hall emphasized the interrelationship between 

space and communication in culture.38 Examples: Preference of distance between 

people; working space; office size; living; social order; public spac; personal space; 

confinement; space location; geographical locale; space in moral, formal, and 

informal situations; sacred space; post modern view as fragmented, chaotic and 

disorder; modernity as ordered and structured; unity between people vs. separation; 

etc. 

(3) High vs. Low Masculinity. According to Hofstede,39 a High Masculinity culture is 

more competitive. It measures the dimension’s extent to (1) ego-driven social norms, 

in which work and material needs take precedence (2) conflict resolution by force, (3) 

high regard for religion, (4) male dominated leadership roles in which women have a 

lesser presence, (5) failure not optional, and (6) gender traditional roles and 

expectations like men don’t cry,40  Low Masculinity indicates a preference for 

cooperation, modesty, caring for the weak, and quality of life.41 People from this 

culture work to live with a preference for working less hours, elevatating quality of 

live and placing people over work. It measures the dimension’s relational capacity 

 
36 Paron, Communication Across. Please read pages six through eight in the Communication Across Cultures 

Reader 2 for additional information.  
37 Nina Moore, Nonverbal Communication: Studies and Applications. New York: Oxford University Press. 

2010. 

 
38Edward T. Hall (1963). "A System for the Notation of Proxemic Behaviour," American Anthropologist. 65 

(5): 1003–1026. doi:10.1525/aa.1963.65.5.02a00020.  

 
39 Hofstede, G. "Dimensions," The Hofstede Centre. Online: http://geert-hofstede.com/dimensions.html 

 
40 Hofstede, G. "Dimensions.” 

 
41 Hofstede, G. "Dimensions."  

 

http://geert-hofstede.com/dimensions.html
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with respect to (1) relationship-driven social norms, (2) work to live with people and 

quality of life important (3) conflict resolution by negotiation, (4) lesser emphasis on 

religion, (5) both genders serve as leaders, with more women in leadership roles, (6) 

failure not critical, (7) nontraditional gender roles and expectations.42 Examples: 

Concept of pain, self identity, male/female roles in society, parenting, 

paternal/maternal households, gender pay, long work hours vs. quality of life, (status) 

servant of the Lord, etc.  

(4) High Individualism vs. Low Individualism. Hofstede noted individualists from 

High Individualistic societies have loose ties with individuals and expect everyone to 

look after themselves and their immediate family. Their allegiance forms to the self 

than group, looking at the individual as the most unit in any setting. They stress 

independence rather than interdependence, and reward individual achievement. 

People tend to belong to many groups, and change membership as it suits them.43 

Low Individualism measures preference towards the we dimension of culture. It 

reflects a central focus on (1) reliance and support for an in-group, (2) emphasize on 

views, needs, and goals of the group rather than one’s own, (3) support for an in-

group in exchange for their loyalty, (4) trust on a group’s decision over the self, and 

(5) group harmony over individual competition.44 Examples: attitudes towards elders, 

prefer independence or shared experiences, rewards, concept of self (we vs. I), 

patterns of decision making (group vs. individual), nature of friendships, social 

interaction rate, etc.  

(5) Time Ordering (Polychronic vs. Monochronic). People orient themselves around 

time. Polychronic Time holds characteristics of multiplicity and flexibility. People 

have various activities taking place at one time, without a fixed schedule. They are 

flexible with time, and easily can do multitask. Also, people move slower in decision 

making. Monochronic Time typically emphasizes doing one thing at a time during a 

specified time-period, working on a single task until it is complete. Further, 

monochronic people are inflexible, seeing time as divided into fixed elements and 

sequential blocks that can be organized, quantified, and scheduled. They change tasks 

after one task is completed and are uncomfortable moving to another.45 Examples: 

nursing homes keep structured schedules to give participants a sense of time.  

 
42 Hofstede, G. "Dimensions.” 

 
43 Hofstede, Culture’s Consequences, 76. 

 
44 Hofstede, Culture’s Consequences 
. 
45 Hall, Beyond Culture and Dance of Life: Other dimension of Time (Garden City: Anchor. 1984); Paron, 

Communication Across.  
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(6) High/Low Context. In Low Context cultures, people value clear meaning, high 

verbal interaction, and explicit codes.46 (People communicate with one single 

meaning, give very specific detail, stress written or spoken message over nonverbal 

cues, and emphasize the verbal codes because it contains meaning.)47 With High 

Context cultures, people leave many things unsaid using fewer words and nonverbal 

codes to communicate.48 They interact with each other knowing the preferred 

meaning beforehand; communicate information with different meanings according to 

context; already understand the context of the current situation; place a large 

emphasis on nonverbal codes; and one party assumes the other understands the shared 

meaning.49 Examples: (High Context) high non-verbal methods to relay meaning, 

non-verbal more important than words, and develop relationship before business 

transactions⎯(Low Context) meaning in words, straightforward communication, and 

rules spelled out. 

  

Level Three Culture (Unconscious Rules--Worldview). Deeply hidden and invisible to 

the eye, level three holds unconscious rules associated with worldview. It has an intense 

emotional load. Worldview relates to “beliefs about the deepest meaning of life and assumptions 

about the nature of reality”50 In this level, worldview helps people make order of their lives 

through foundational cognitive, affective, and evaluative rules (or assumptions).51  

Worldview informs internal values and external practices. Ministry leaders seek to 

determine and sift out cultural worldviews not in alignment with the Gospel with whom they 

disciple.  

Worldview comprises: 

(1) Myths. Myths display the overarching narrative believed to be true based on the 

interpretation of history and stories of human lives and memory of a community. 

Myths define moral boundaries to its members.52 The Hebrews’ exodus from Egypt 

 
46 Samovar, L., Porter, R., & McDaniel, E. (2010). Communication between cultures (7th ed.). Boston, 

MD: Wadsworth, Cengage Learning.p. 254. 

 
47 Hall, 1981; 1984 

 
48 Samovar, L., Porter, R., & McDaniel, E. (2010). Communication between cultures (7th ed.). Boston, 

MD: Wadsworth, Cengage Learning.pp. 110-1 

 
49 Hall, 1981; 1984 

 
50 Plueddemann, James E. (2009). Leading across cultures: Effective ministry and mission in the global 

church. Downer’s Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, p. 69. 

 
51 Hiebert, P. (2008). Transforming worldviews: An anthropological understanding of how people change. 

Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic. 

 
52 Hiebert, Transforming worldviews, 27  
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forms the basis of God’s deliverance of the Israelites. It orders how people view 

time, sin, and redemption.53 Examples of myth possibly include biblical narrative of 

redemption, Jesus’ divine healing and miracles, Jesus’ messiahship, witchcraft 

dependency on the occult; etc. 

(2) Ideology. This dimension deals with ideas about how things are or how they ought 

to be. Examples: capitalism with equal opportunity, communism with distrust of 

established government, Marxism with humans in an idyllic world of equality, 

socialism with an element of state distribution of wealth, Darwinism, mercantilism, 

classical liberalism, kinship, definition of obscenity, attitudes toward dependents, 

definition of insanity, and mutual care. Ideology also may address systemic rules 

about generational poverty, caste systems, class, roles related to age, gender, 

ethnicity, concept of beauty, and notions of cleanliness and smell, etc. 

(3) Teleology. Teleology comes from the Greek telos (end) and logos (reason). It 

defines a final destiny in terms of the purpose phenomena serves rather than the 

cause by which it arises. It seeks to answer three questions: “(1) Does the universe 

have a purpose?...(2) If the universe has a purpose, whose purpose is it?...(3) What is 

the purpose of the universe?”54 Examples: Concept of past and future, God as 

Elohim, Who created something from nothing with a divine design in mind 

(Everything that has a beginning has a cause. The universe has a beginning, and 

therefore, one can posit the universe has a causer-a creator. The creator of the 

universe created with design and purpose. God fine-tuned and designed the universe 

for the existence of life, just for us);55 scientific big bang theory; and mythology 

about god/goddesses in the creation of the earth/universe. 

(4) Epistemology. Epistemology pertains to how people distinguish justified beliefs 

from opinions. It relates to what you believe about knowledge and affects what you 

accept as valid evidence and particulars. This cultural value dimension asks the 

question, “What is the basis for knowledge?”56 It affects the relative significance you 

ascribe to authority, empirical evidence, reason, intuition, and revelation. It affects 

how certain you can be about any knowledge and therefore what risks you will take 

in acting on that knowledge. Examples: modernity (sought order and fulfillment in 

the world, scientific knowledge mirrors reality and gives access to the external 

world); post modernity (sees reality as unordered and unknowable, no one truth 

 
53 Hiebert, Transforming worldviews, 60 

 
54 Ken Funk, K. What is worldview? (21 March 2001) Online: 

http://web.engr.oregonstate.edu/~funkk/Personal/worldview.html. 
55 Ana Harbin, “Apologetics: Arguments,” Walking Through the Word 2, Session 6. Alsip, All Nations 

Leadership Institute, 2012 

.  
56 Funk, What is worldview?  
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rather constructs of individuals and groups); and spiritual (based on a scriptural 

viewpoint and one biblical truth of redemption).57 

 

Cultural Landscape Mapping Considerations 

Humans behave according to cultural orientation resulting from their interactions with 

worldview, values, and external social practices from various group memberships. Combined, 

the three elements represent individual or group ethos. Culture encompasses a wide range of 

people groups with each representing their own complex ethos. A person shares ethos with 

multiple groups and has one’s own set. Thus, one’s culture does not remain fixed, rather changes 

as a person’s interacts with new cultures. Consider the many facets of cultural landscape 

mapping. 

First, an observer cannot see a person’s culture directly on display, although it may 

become evident through what people say or do. Nevertheless, a leader must decipher and 

understand surface and hidden cultural patterns to respond to them appropriately.  

Second, culture strictly informs human behavior insofar as patterns and structures people 

follow. However, people make choices that govern their actions. While they behave according to 

surface-level cultural patterns, they unconsciously look to hidden, below level culture to 

structure and interpret their actions.  

Third, while people learn above surface cultural patterns and draw from hidden culture to 

structure their actions, they make choices regarding how they behave. Culture reflects the script 

people follow. People think, feel, and evaluate culture resulting in revisions to worldview as 

people make readjustments and new interpretations to unconscious assumptions. Thus, the script 

remains in a fluid state and changes. 

Steps in Cultural Landscape Mapping 

The process of cultural landscape mapping requires mindfulness to analyze a ministry’s 

intended population and understand the three levels of cultures (external practices, values, and 

worldviews). Creating a cultural landscape map of a ministry population requires the observer to 

do more than spend one hour to complete a chart. Rather, it necessitates taking on new roles as a 

missiologist, anthropologist, and theologian with the approach of mindfulness: a developed 

awareness of culture through mindful listening, mindful seeing, mindful thinking, and mindful 

discerning. The practice of mindfulness while engaging culture enables one to detect surface and 

hidden dimensions of culture. The practice of mindfulness includes the following steps when 

cultural landscape mapping. 

(1) Be a learner of culture: Reread this article and take additional notes. 

(2) Realize the observer’s cultural landscape map differs from a given ministry 

population since one holds a distinct formation of surface culture, unspoken rules, and 

unconscious rules. At the same time, the observer, ministry population, and 

individuals within it share common cultural norms. Seek to understand.  

 
57 Hiebert, Transforming Worldviews, 216-17 
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(3) Review the sample maps from prison and elder care ministries your teacher will 

distribute in class. These provide starting examples to assist in developing a new 

cultural landscape map.  

(4) Research the cultural value dimensions of the given population. Review online 

authoritative and reliable articles, journals, and books; talk to people in the assigned 

ministry including its leaders and members (with permission from the ministry head) 

and read available material from your assigned ministry. 

(5) Fill in the cultural value dimensions for each of the three levels of the aggregate 

ministry participants (not its leaders). The lower the culture level lies below the 

surface culture, the more challenging to detect. Level one behaviors give clues to 

probable level three. Ask questions of your ministry head to dig deeper. 

(6) Level three unconscious rules drive external behaviors. Sift worldviews that do not 

align with Scripture, but contextualize the Gospel to communicate truth. A leader 

must appreciate the diversity of God’s creation, while at the same time supporting 

transformation for Christian spiritual formation.  
 

Reflection 

(1) The late Rev. Billy Graham studied anthropology. Edith Blumhofer, his history professor 

at Wheaton College, said, “It made him aware in new ways of how society works, how 

cultural values are shaped, and things he could draw upon especially as he traveled the 

world.”58 How can the study of anthropology expand your pastoral skills in ministry? 

(2) Why must a pastoral leader appreciate the diversity of God’s creation? 

(3) How does cultural landscape mapping support transformation for Christian spiritual 

formation in discipleship? 

(4) In what ways do worldview, values, and external practices of culture influence each 

other? 

(5) Read about Simon the Sorcerer in Acts 8:9-24 (See also 

https://www.gotquestions.org/Simon-the-Sorcerer.html).  

• What worldviews and values do you think Simon the Sorcerer held prior to when he 

believed and was baptized in Samaria (Acts 8:13; 9-11)? Explain.  

• Based on 8:18, did Simon change any of his original worldviews (vv. 9-11)? Why?   

• What role did worldview play in Simon’ misunderstanding about repentance and 

prayer (vv. 22-24)?  

• What did you learn about spiritual formation and worldview from the story of Simon 

the Sorcerer? 

 

Jan Paron, PhD (3.12.18) 

 

 
58 Maya B. Pashman. “Evangelist to the Masses,” Chicago Tribune (2018, February 22), 14.  

https://www.gotquestions.org/Simon-the-Sorcerer.html
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Appendix 1: Cultural Landscape Map 

Name/Date_____________________________________________ Ministry_____________________________________________ 

Supervisor’s Signature__________________________________________________________________________________ 

LEVEL 1: EXTERNAL PRACTICES 

See, Hear, and Do Behaviors 

Above the Surface: Emotional load--relatively low 

Cultural Value 

Dimensions 

Examples Observed cultural value dimensions of ministry 

participants 

Language Examples: dialect; speech patterns; jargon; tone of voice; pitch; 

silence; rate of speech; accent; pronunciation; silence; grammar 

and style, facial expressions and body language; academic, work, 

church, prayer, family, or generational vocabularies; impaired 

memory; phrases; first or second languages; communication 

preferences (text, e-mail, social media, cell, face-to-face; etc. 

 

Food Examples: time spent eating, dine in or out, eat with others or 

alone, dining times, food tastes, food preparation, diet, food to 

express emotions or celebrations, food determined by wealth, 

prestige foods, ethnic foods, clean/unclean rules, organizational 

food (church, family, business, etc.), healthy vs. unhealthy, hot vs. 

cold foods (Asian and Mediterranean), food cures for disease, 

prepared food vs. fresh food, availability of food, and etc. 
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Dress Examples: style, generational differences, organizational 

affiliation, national culture, covered/covered, class, blend in/stand 

out, tattoos, formal/informal, color for men/color for women, color 

in general, etc. Concept of beauty relates to ideology. 

 

Music Examples: Taste, selections, church/secular, music as part of 

storytelling, extent played, leisure-time pursuit, way of life, 

lifestyle, worship, music as language; etc. 

 

Visual Arts (Drama, 

fine arts, and dance) 

Examples: color palette; podcasts, YouTube; storytelling through 

drama, mystery, or comedy; religious; types of praise dance; 

sermon illustrations; theater; house decorations; magazines, 

digital art; poetry, proverbs, etc. 

 

Literature Types of literature read (Bible vs. Science), tracks/pamphlets, 

propaganda, literary level, oral storytelling vs. written narrative, 

reading in multiple languages, literary genres, literary vs non-

literary text, social media, business languages, role of literature, 

and symbols associated with text, etc. 

 

Games  Games include interactive media, military games, cards, video 

games, sports, toys (across generations), single vs. communal 

games. 

 

Celebrations Examples: Cultural celebrations reflect rituals that contain specific 

meaning and sustain that culture. Examples: Birthday parties, Bar 

or Bat Mitzvah, Christmas, weddings, death rituals, cleansing, 

fasting, goal targets (Weight Watchers), family reunion, marks on 

a wall marking a child’s growth, etc. 
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LEVEL 2 CULTURE (UNSPOKEN RULES—INTERNAL VALUES) 

Directly below the surface 

Hidden but partially below the surface--Emotional load is very high focusing on values 

Cultural Value 

Dimensions 

Examples:  Observed cultural value dimensions of ministry 

participants 

Power Distance (Small 

vs. Large) 

Examples: (Large Power Distance) people who function well in a 

traditionally organized academic setting, prisons structure, factory 

settings as opposed to (Small Power Distance) technology 

industry, open classroom, collaborative communities, etc. 

 

Personal Space*  Examples: Preference of distance between people; working 

space; office size; living; social order; confinement; space 

location; geographical locale; space in moral, formal, and informal 

situations; sacred space; post modern view as fragmented, 

chaotic and disorder; modernity as ordered and structured; unity 

between people vs. separation; etc. 

 

Masculinity (High vs. 

Low) 

Examples: (High Masculinity) ego oriented; gender pay 

discrepancy; male/female roles in society, paternal/maternal 

households; parenting; stress getting ahead over quality of life; 

status, male gender roles focusing on values such as money, 

success, and competition; competition (Low Masculinity) servant 

of the Lord; relationship oriented, work to live, cooperation, etc. 
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Individualism (High vs. 

Low) 

Examples: Examples: attitudes towards elders, prefer 

independence or shared experiences, rewards, preference for 

cooperation or competition, group vs. individual decision making, 

social interaction rate. 

 

Time Ordering 

(Polychronic vs. 

Monochronic) 

Examples: Nursing homes keep structured schedules to give 

participants a sense of time. 

 

Context (High vs. Low) Examples: (High Context) high non-verbal methods to relay 

meaning, non-verbal more important than words, develop 

relationship before business transactions (Low Context) 

emphasize meaning in words with perhaps lots of memos, many 

straightforward communication, rules spelled out, etc. 
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LEVEL 3 CULTURE (UNCONSCIOUS RULES--WORLDVIEW) 

Deeply hidden, invisible to the eye  

Unconscious Rules with intense emotional load 

Cultural Value 

Dimensions 

Examples:  Theorized cultural value dimensions of ministry 

participants 

Myths Examples of myth possibly include biblical narrative of redemption, 

Jesus’ divine healing and miracles, Jesus’ messiahship, witchcraft 

dependency on the occult; etc. 

 

Ideology Examples: distrust of established government; socialism; capitalism; 

Darwinism; mercantilism; classical liberalism; Marxism with humans 

in an idyllic world of equality and mutual care; systemic generational 

poverty; caste systems; class; roles related to age, gender, ethnicity; 

concept of beauty; notions of smell; Attitude about fairness and 

justice; views of race and ethnicity, attitude towards elders or 

children; problem solving roles in relation to gender, age, class, 

occupation, kinship; concept of cleanliness, etc. 

 

Teleology Examples: Examples are the universe has a designer, God as 

Elohim, view of death, scientific big bang theory, and divine design 

in the mind of God.  

 

Epistemology Examples: Modernity (sought order and fulfillment in the world, 

scientific knowledge mirrors reality and gives access to the external 

world); post modernity (sees reality as unordered and unknowable, 

no one truth rather constructs of individuals and groups); and 

spiritual (based on a scriptural viewpoint and one biblical truth of 

redemption). 
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